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Abstract. This paper presents a novel investigation on the robustness of Acoustic Emission (AE) technique on the characterization of indentation-induced Damage Mechanisms (DMs) in scaled laminated composites. AE is used to monitor a comprehensive series of scaled Quasi-Static Indentation (QSI) tests performed on Quasi-Isotropic (QI) S-glass/8552 epoxy composite plates, with in-plane and intra-plane scaling. A detailed assessment of the damage evolution is carried out through
clustering of the monitored AE signals. The AE results indicated the existence of different DMs such as delamination, matrix
cracking and fiber breakage. Ultrasonic C-scan and visual observations were also used to verify the AE based results. It was
observed that both in-plane and intra-plane scaling alter the induced DMs, and the AE analysis was able to accurately identify
and quantify the DMs in each case. However, the AE features (frequency, energy and count) were found to be dependent on
different variables such as size, geometry and stacking sequence of the investigated samples. This research highlights the
potential and challenges to develop AE as a reliable structural health monitoring system for impact/indentation damage monitoring of composite plates over a range of sizes and complexities.
Keywords: polymer composites, material testing, damage mechanism

1. Introduction

to BVID due to the LVI and Quasi-Static Indentation
(QSI) loadings [1–3].

Nowadays, laminated composites have had an increasing usage in different industries such as aerospace, automotive and oil and gas. However, laminated composites are susceptible to impact-induced
damage which is a main problem in their application.
Impact damage caused by medium and high-velocity
impacts is well detectable with a naked eye. Whereas
low-velocity impacts (LVI) induced damage is invisible or barely visible, which is commonly called
barely visible impact damage (BVID). Delamination,
matrix cracking and fiber failure are the main induced Damage Mechanisms (DMs) in laminated composites (see Figure 1) when exposed to impacts. Delamination and matrix cracking are usually attributed

Figure 1. Main failure modes in fiber reinforced composite
laminates under indentation and impact loadings.
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exhibit dependence on the laminate’s size. However,
they do not suggest predicting the impact responses
of large-scale laminated composites with very smallscale ones due to the microstructural effect when significant damage is generated [8]. Cantwell and Morton [9] studied the size effect on impact damage
evolution in composite beams, and they concluded
that increasing the length or thickness leads to a
change in the type and location of the induced DMs.
The damage was observed on the impacted side of
the thick beam, while the thin beam experienced flexural failure on the non-impacted side. They also compared the impact test results on circular panels and
beams, the conclusion was that the simple beam structures do not represent the DMs in more complex
structures.
Ply-level and sublaminate-level scalings were mostly used for the intra-plane scaling of laminated composites under LVI/QSI [1, 3, 4, 10], as shown in Figure 3. It was found that due to the low energy release
rate, thinner ply in the sublaminate sample had fewer

The existence of BVID leads to a decrease in laminated composite’s compressive strength, which could
eventually lead to catastrophic failure of the structure. Hence, understanding and characterizing BVID
in laminated composites is of significant importance.
Layup configuration, type of material, in-plane dimension, boundary condition, laminate thickness,
and fiber direction are important parameters affecting the impact behavior and associated DMs of laminated composites [4, 5]. As laminated composites
are used in structures of a variety of sizes, the extent/type of DMs in relation to the structure’s size is
investigated by extensive testing regimes. Full scale
and large component testing of composite structures
are expensive and challenging, therefore, there is a
growing interest in the use of structural scale model
testing, and applying the principles of dimensional
scaling to evaluate the behavior of large scale structure [6]. Even though the relationship between underlying DMs in relation to the size effect in laminated composites is not well understood under impact
loading [7], however, it is clearly reported that the
DMs are changing due to the change in dimension.
Figure 2 summarizes some relevant previous studies
regarding the effect of dimension variations (ply
thickness and laminate thickness) on the impact behavior of laminated composites. To highlight a few,
Shen and Jiang [8] investigated the in-plane scaling
effect (with same thicknesses) of unidirectional glass
laminated composites under 6 different impact energies. The study indicated that scaling law can be used
for elastic impact responses and showed that internal
DMs such as matrix cracking and delamination

Figure 3. Schematic of the ply-level and sublaminate-level
scaling techniques employed in the literature.
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Figure 2. A summary of damage evolution by varying ply and laminate thicknesses in composites.
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This paper aims to address such a gap in the literature by carrying out an AE-based comprehensive experimental study to identify the damage evolution on
a series of scaled Quasi-Isotropic (QI) S-glass/8552
epoxy composite plates. The investigated plates were
scaled with in-plane and intra-plane and were subjected to QSI tests. Laminated composites, under QSI
and LVI tests, usually show similar damage evolution [17, 18]. In addition, there are no distinct differences between the dent depth, back surface crack
size and load-deflection behaviors of laminated composites under QSI and LVI tests. So, QSI is often used
instead of LVI to ease the interruption at different indentation levels for damage investigation [19].
This study is of great importance and can pave the
way towards industrial implementation of AE for
BVID detection, as it is not yet clear if AE is reliable
in complex structures or not. In addition, a better understanding of the DMs using AE can help in better
design of these structures considering the size and
other design requirements.

microcracks and/or delamination, i.e. decreasing the
ply thickness resulted in a lower matrix crack-induced delamination area [11].
A set of in-plane and intra-plane scaling effect on
carbon/epoxy [10] and glass/epoxy [4] laminated
composites under QSI were studied. The C-scan and
CT-scan results showed the thicker ply laminates
lead to less resistance to matrix cracking before delamination. Besides, the matrix cracks’ sizes depend
on the ply thickness to in-plane dimension ratio. For
the thick plates, local nonlinear behavior in the damaged area was considerably less than that for the thin
plates. Comparing the overall DMs between the glass
and carbon laminates, both laminates showed the
same shape of delamination at respective interfaces
with the presence of matrix cracks. The damage on
the compression side of the glass laminates had no
fiber failure, carbon laminates however, indicated
compression side failure from the early stage of the
loading just after the first load drop. Consequently, the
analytical scaling laws were reported insufficient for
predicting the DMs size, especially for the propagation stage, as it varied across different laminate configurations depending on the layup sequence and
material properties.
To conclude, the literature review indicates the size
and type of DMs under impact/indentation loadings
significantly depend on the laminate and ply size,
stacking sequence and material properties. Therefore,
BVID damage prediction requires robust Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques such as C-scan
and CT-scan to evaluate the damage state to make
maintenance and repair decisions. While NDE is of
critical strategic importance, it represents an additional overhead for the end-user. The alternative to NDE
is Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) which offers
the ability to monitor structures in real-time. SHM
technology helps to significantly reduce the maintenance and repair costs besides boosting safety.
Acoustic emission (AE) is an SHM technique that
provides passive monitoring and has a great potential
for the identification of DMs in laminated composites under different loadings [12–16]. Sudden strain
energy release is caused by the occurrence of different DMs such as BVID in laminated composites can
generate AE signals [3]. AE has been used for BVID
detection in IM7-carbon/epoxy laminated composites [1, 3]. However, significant work is required to
evaluate the efficiency of AE in monitoring BVID in
scaled laminated composites and layup variations.

2. Materials and test methods
S-glass fiber/8552 epoxy unidirectional prepregs
from Hexcel Corporation (UK) was used for manufacturing the samples. Table 1 shows the mechanical
properties of the glass prepreg which was utilized
for the samples. The laminates consisted of [45m /0m
/90m /–45m]ns layers. The variables n and m vary for
applying different scaling as Figure 4 illustrates. One
reference sample (R) and three other different scaled
samples are considered. The in-plane dimensions of
the R samples are 50×75 mm. However, as shown in
Figure 4, the remained 3 samples have in-plane dimensions of 100×150 mm based on the ASTM standard [20]. The samples are named Ply Scaled, Sublaminate Scaled, and In-plane Scaled (with PS, SS,
and IS symbols respectively). The PS sample is considered as a full-scaled sample for the R sample.
After manually laying the prepreg plies, the laminates were located on aluminum plates and were
Table 1. Material properties of the S-glass/epoxy prepreg
(modulus is calculated using the rule of the mixture).
Material
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S-glass/epoxy

Young modulus, E11

[GPa]

Area weight

[g/m3]

47.7
190

Cured ply thickness

[mm]

0.155

Strain to failure

[%]

3.87
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Figure 4. Schematic of tested laminated composite samples (dimensions are not scaled).

data from the load cell at a rate of 20 Hz. As shown
in Figure 5, four broadband Resonant-type (R15)
and single-crystal piezoelectric sensors from Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC), with optimal 20–
900 kHz frequency range, were placed on the impacted side of the samples to record AE data. Vacuumed
silicon grease was used as the acoustical coupling.
The AE data were acquired using the Mistras AE
system (PAC) PCI-2. The rate and threshold of the
signals’ recording were 5 MHz and 60 dB respectively. The recorded AE signals were enhanced by a
2/4/6-AST preamplifier. A pencil lead break procedure was used to calibrate the data acquisition system and ensure good conductivity between the specimen surface and the sensors [21].
For a better vision of the damage evolution, the experiments were stopped at 3 stages along with the

vacuum bagged at pressure of 0.1 MPa. Then they
were put into the autoclave and cured at 110 °C and
followed by 180 °C with the pressure of 0.69 MPa
(the recommended process for 8552 epoxy resin by
Hexcel Corporation). After curing, the samples were
subjected to indentation test based on the ASTM
D7136/D7136M standard [20] (see Figure 5). A displacement rate of 1 mm/min was applied using a hydraulic tensile machine (INSTRON 8872). The indenters, made of hardened steel, were attached to a
25 kN load cell. The diameter of the indenters was
8 mm for the R sample and 16 mm for the rest of the
samples. The samples were forced against a window
by four clamps. The windows’ sizes were 75 mm ×
125 mm for the PS, SS and IS samples and 62.5 mm ×
32.5 mm for the R sample. A software (Instron Wave
Matrix Software Data) was used to record mechanical

Figure 5. A view of the INSTRON machine and a schematic of the test setup.
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Figure 6. A typical overall graph for a QI laminated composite under QSI. The signs indicate the interruption points of the tests.

Figure 7. Load-displacement curves for the investigated
samples just after the maximum load.

All four curves display similar global behavior. However, there are some dissimilarities in the stiffness,
because of the thickness and in-plane sizes’ variation
of the samples. There is also a significant difference
in the damage behavior of these laminates which is
not easily noticeable from the load-displacement
graphs. Figure 8 shows the load-time with simultaneous AE monitoring for the investigated laminates.
Energy levels of the AE signals vary for different
loading stages indicating the variation in the damage
evolution due to the size and layup configuration difference. The first significant AE events for the SS and
PS samples were seen near the first load drop with
immediate signals. This large load drop was caused
by delamination onset, which resulted in an immediate release of the stored energy that generates the
AE signals with high energy content. There was no

loading graph. Therefore, 3 cases were produced for
each test case. Figure 6 shows a schematic load-displacement graph for the indentation tests with three
different test scenarios as follows:
• Case 1: 1 sample was interrupted before significant fiber failure in the back face, to find
the overall behavior of each case.
• Case 2: 1 sample was interrupted before the maximum load and after the second load drop.
• Case 3: 1 sample was interrupted immediately
after the first load drop.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Mechanical behavior and AE results
The load-displacement graphs for the investigated
laminates under the QSI tests are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Load-time and AE event energy distribution for the investigated samples. a) R, b) IS, c) PS and d) SS.
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considerable AE signals and no load-drop for the R
and IS samples, showing a smooth initiation and
growth of damage. In the following section, we aimed
at characterizing the observed failure modes based
on their resultant AE event features and correlating
them to the observed DMs using C-scan and visual
observations.
Figure 10. The variability percentage of each principal component for the investigated samples.

3.2. Clustering of the AE signals and their
correlation with the DMs
This section aims to characterize the DMs by multivariable clustering analysis of their AE features. Figure 9 shows a typical AE waveform and its schematic definition of different features of an AE signal. The
monitored AE signals were generated from different
DMs during the indentation tests. The AE signals
have different features such as rise time, count, energy, duration, amplitude, and initial frequency. Initially, principal component analysis (PCA) is applied
to these 6 AE features to obtain lower-dimensional
data while preserving as much of the data's variation
as possible [22, 23]. The percent of the total variability can be explained by each principal component
(Figure 10). It can be seen from Figure 10 that the first
two principal components, i.e. PCA (1) and PCA (2),
contribute to above 70% of the total variability in the
signals space for all the samples. This means that the
first two PCA components have a 2D-projection that
keeps more than 70% of the variance of the 6 AE-features, showing the capability of PCA to decrease the
computational time and dimensions of the analysis.

There are several commonly used clustering algorithms to classify AE signals including Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) [24], Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) [25], Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [22], and Hierarchical Model (HM) [2]. For all these clustering
methods, number of clusters needs to be defined.
For this study, the optimum number of clusters was
evaluated using Gaussian mixture distribution algorithm and Gap criteria, where the maximum value
of Gap criterion shows the optimum solution. The
Gap index shown in Figure 11, has the maximum
value when the number of clusters is 3, proving the
optimum number of clusters. This is in agreement
with previously published articles [1, 2, 26] where
3 clusters were defined for the induced damage of
laminated composites under LVI and QSI loadings.
This also agrees with the C-scan and visual observations of the investigated laminates where the
dominant DMs are a combination of matrix cracking, delamination, and some fiber breakage as presented later.

Figure 9. a) A typical AE waveform and b) the schematic definitions for AE features [23].
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values are linked to matrix cracking, while the higher
values are related to fiber breakage, and the frequency values in between are originated from delamination. This frequency difference relies on different
visco-elastic relaxation processes for the DMs [27].
Considering the frequency distribution of the AE signals in Figure 13 the first, second and third clusters
in Figure 12 represent the matrix cracking, delamination, and fiber breakage, respectively.
The frequency, energy and count ranges and percentages of each cluster for the investigated samples are
categorized in Figures 14 to 16. For all the samples,
the highest percentage of the AE signals is allocated
to matrix cracking, the lowest percentage is associated with fiber breakage, and delamination has the
middle range. This means that matrix cracking was
the dominant DM, and there was not a considerable
amount of fiber breakage. The percentage distributions of the AE signals associated with delamination
and matrix cracking for the IS and SS samples are
quite similar. A similar trend can also be observed for
the PS and R samples. The fiber breakage associated
with AE signals percentage has the highest value for
the IS sample which can be due to a higher ratio of
the in-plane dimension to the plate thickness [8].
Figure 14 shows that the frequency ranges of the
DMs are varying considerably by the variation of the
in-plane and intra-plane scaling, and layup sequence.

Figure 11. The optimum number of clusters for the AE signals using Gap criteria.

After identifying the number of clusters, the first two
principal components were clustered in three different classes using the four clustering methods (FCM,
SOM, GMM and HM). Figure 13 shows only the
SOM clustering results, as this method showed the
best distribution of the data with minimal overlap
between the clusters. To correlate the three identified
clusters to the observed DMs, the AE features belonging to each cluster were analyzed and the overall
behaviors were compared with previous studies. Figure 13 illustrates the AE features distribution (frequency, count and energy) for the SOM clustered signals. Previous studies [1, 3] have shown that each
DMs in indentation (matrix cracking, delamination,
and fiber breakage) is associated with specific ranges
of frequency. It was reported that the lower frequency

Figure 12. PCA visualization of the SOM clustering for the investigated samples. a) R, b) IS, c) PS and d) SS.
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Figure 13. SOM clustering of AE frequency, count and energy. a) R, b) IS, c) PS and d) SS.

Unlike the frequency, the energy and count distributions in Figures 15 and 16 have significant overlap
in different clusters. However, the energy and count
distributions have their lowest range for the R sample. This results from the decrease in the size of the
DMs (volume) for the R sample compared with the
larger samples. The size scaling does not have a distinguishable pattern on the energy and count distributions when comparing the larger samples (PS, SS
and IS). This is due to the complex nature of the
DMs that generate AE signals with overlapping energy and count features. It is a common belief that
high energy AE signals originate from fiber breakage
[28]. However, Figure 15 shows that this statement
may not correspond to reality, as delamination and
matrix cracks can generate higher energy AE signals
than fiber breakage. This argument agrees with some
previously published works, concluding that the amplitude and energy are unreliable parameter in the
damage monitoring using AE, as they are influenced
by the pre-amplifier gain, the attenuation, and the
propagation distance [29, 30].
Overall, increasing the laminate thickness significantly increases the energy and count features, while it decreases the frequency. It can therefore be concluded

The R sample has the smallest in-plane and thickness
dimensions, and the fiber failure generated AE signals from the R sample have the highest frequency
range (up to 625 kHz). While the PS sample has the
largest ply thickness, and the fiber failure generates
the lowest frequency range (up to 190 kHz). The fiber
failure frequency range for the SS sample is slightly
higher than the PS sample (up to 229 kHz). Whereas
the IS sample, with the same in-plane dimension as
SS and PS, and the half their laminate thickness, experienced a higher fiber failure frequency range (up
to 384 kHz). A similar pattern can be seen for the delamination and matrix cracking damage. This reflects the dependency of the generated AE signals
features on the laminate and plies dimensions. Increasing the laminate thickness, ply thickness and
in-plane dimension decreases the frequency range
generated by the associated DMs. The difference in
the frequency distribution range is due to the different visco-elastic relaxation processes and associated
relaxation times for the DMs (f ~ 1/τ), where f is frequency and τ is the relaxation time [27]. This highlights that the relaxation time for each DM in the larger samples (PS and SS) is higher than the small size
samples (R and IS).
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to be able to effectively monitor different size,
geometry and stacking sequence of laminated composites.

that despite a good clustering of the AE signals, the
classification boundaries between the classes depend
on the type of the investigated scaling variables. This
is significant for real-life application of AE, as the
technique needs to consider these different variables

3.3. Damage evolution and C-scan
observations
After identifying the clusters and their associated AE
features, cumulative AE energy distribution is used
to evaluate the damage evolution in the investigated
samples as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The
lowest and highest values of the cumulative AE energy belong to fiber breakage and matrix cracking,
respectively. This agrees with the dependency percentages of the AE signals reported in Figures 14, 15
and 16. No DMs were observed at the early stage of
the loading process; however, some weak AE signals
can be seen which might be related to some microscale damage and/or contact between the indenter
and the sample.
For the PS and SS samples, the first significant AE
signals and therefore significant rise in the cumulative AE energy diagram were detected near the first
load drop, occurring long before the maximum load.
The initial DM was matrix cracking which then followed by delamination and fiber failure. After the first
load drop, the DMs propagate and there is an exponential cumulative AE energy distribution by increasing the load. For the IS and R samples, there was no
visible load drop, however the slow rise of cumulative AE energies reflects the existence of the DMs
starting more gradually. The visual inspection and
C-scans represented in Figure 17 show the damage
existence at different loading stages, validating the
AE observations.
The cumulative AE energy distribution for each DM
in the samples with different sizes are presented in
Figure 18 for the comparison purpose. Overall, the
maximum cumulative AE energy associated with all
the DMs are higher for the SS and PS samples compared with the other samples. This reflects the dependency of the AE energy content to the damage
size, as SS and PS have significantly larger damage
area compared to the R and IS samples (see the Cscan results in Figure 17). Further details can be seen
regarding the sequence of the DMs in the samples.
For example, it can be observed that the matrix cracking and fiber breakage are happening in the PS sample earlier than the other samples, which is due to
the thicker ply thickness in this sample.

Figure 14. The attained frequency [kHz]) range of the samples using the SOM clustering method.

Figure 15. The attained energy range [(aJ] of the samples
using the SOM clustering method.

Figure 16. The attained count range of the samples using the
SOM clustering method.
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Figure 17-1. C-scan and images taken from the samples, beside DMs’ cumulative energies of the investigated samples. a) R
and b) IS.

4. Conclusions

scaling. The AE signals were clustered according to
their AE features into three different classes by
SOM. The clustered signals were then associated
with their corresponding DMs (matrix cracking, delamination, and fiber breakage) considering their AE

AE technique and multivariable clustering analysis
were used to characterize the DMs generated in the
QI S-glass/8552 epoxy laminated composites under
QSI indentation tests, with in-plane and intra-plane
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Figure 17-2. C-scan and images taken from the samples, beside DMs’ cumulative energies of the investigated samples. c) PS
and d) SS.

the investigated samples, respectively. Ultrasonic
C-scan and visual images show that similar DMs
were observed for the scaled samples. The AE analysis was useful for data clustering and damage characterization, however increasing the laminate thickness, ply thickness and in-plane dimension decreases

frequency range for each cluster. The lowest frequency range was associated with matrix cracking, fiber
breakage had the highest frequency range, while the
middle range frequency was associated with delamination. Matrix cracking, delamination and fiber breakage were found to be the most dominant DMs for all
849
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Figure 18. Comparing the scaling effect on cumulative AE energy for each DM (the related displacement at which each DM
initiated is reported in the legends). a) Matrix cracking, b) delamination and c) fiber breakage.
[2] Saeedifar M., Zarouchas D.: Damage characterization
of laminated composites using acoustic emission: A review. Composites Part B: Engineering, 195, 108039/1–
108039/21 (2020).

the frequency range generated by the associated
DMs. This highlights the sensitivity of the AE
method for the in-plane and intra-plane scaling factors, reflecting the challenges in applying this method
for monitoring different size laminated composites
under indentation load.
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